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The Uranium Delivery Chain for FAIR 

SIS-100/300 SIS-18 

HESR 

UNILAC 

NESR CR/RESR 

SFRS 

p-linac 

SIS-18 SIS-100 
Reference primary ion U28+ / U73+ U28+ / U92+ 

Reference energy 0.2 / 1 GeV/u 1.5 / 10 GeV/u 

Ions per cycle 1.2E11 / 2E10 4E11 / 1E10 

cycle rate (Hz) 2.7 0.5 / 0.1 

FAIR parameter booklet, April 2007,  
(Ed.) O. Boine-F., P. Spiller, M. Steck + corrections for MSV 

4x1011 U28+ 

SIS 18 

SIS 100 cycle 
(1 s accumulation time) 

Existing facility UNILAC/SIS-18 GSI facility:  
provides ion-beam source and injector for FAIR 

An update of the FAIR beam parameters is required. 

SIS-100 extraction: 
- short (60 ns) bunch 
- slow extraction 

2x1011 U28+ 

1.5 GeV/u 

0.2 GeV/u 
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Injection into SIS-18 from the UNILAC 

Final momentum spread after injection  
  should be within the rf bucket area:  
  

The micro-bunches  
debunch and form a  
‘coasting’ beam within  
a few turns.  

Δp / p ≤10−3

   SIS-18 

≈ 20 turn horizontal  
              multi-turn injection (MTI) 36 MHz 

rf is off ! 
from TK 

11.4 MeV/u:  
f0=214 kHz 

Initial momentum spread determined by longitudinal space charge ! 
-> More MTI details in the presentation by S. Appel 

signal. The error bars in Fig. 4 represent the fitting errors to
the longitudinal Schottky bands and the fluctuations of the
current injected from the UNILAC. For the SIS intensity
upgrade, the resulting total momentum spread of the coast-
ing beam has to remain below ! ! 2!p ¼ 1# 10$3 be-
cause of the available rf bucket area for fast ramping. In
Fig. 4 we can see that the measured momentum spread lies
above this limit (black dotted line). Equation (16) (blue
dashed line) reproduces the measured data very well. The
momentum spread increases during the debunching be-
cause the space charge energy of the microbunches is
transformed into incoherent thermal momentum spread
of the beam ions. For UNILAC currents exceeding I !
2:5 mA also the lower limit of momentum spread given by
Eq. (17) (red continuous line) lies above the limit. A
possible cure would be to further stretch the microbunches
before injection.

IV. MICROBUNCH DYNAMICS: LONG TERM

The envelope equation is valid until the microbunches
start to overlap. If the injected microbunches overlap with
the adjacent bunches, this leads to the formation of fila-
ments in longitudinal phase space (see Fig. 5). After suffi-
ciently many revolutions, the beam distribution consists of
almost parallel filaments [3]. The time tM needed for the
formation of M filaments is determined through

M ¼ $2"0#0c
!

l
tM; (18)

where l is the distance between the microbunches and
! ! 2!p the momentum spread. The velocity difference
between adjacent filaments is

!v ¼ $2"0#0c
!

M
: (19)

The evolution of the filaments can be studies within the
longitudinal Vlasov equation

dfðz; vz; tÞ
dt

¼ @f

@t
þ vz

@f

@z
$ q"0

$0m0
Ez

@f

@vz
¼ 0 (20)

for the longitudinal distribution function fðz; vz; tÞ. vz is
the relative velocity $"0#0c% and m0 the ion mass. For
M ( 1 the beam distribution can be approximated as

f0ðvzÞ ¼
&0

MBf

XM

j¼1

%ðvz $ vjÞ; (21)

where vj is the velocity of the jth filament, &0 the total line
density after debunching, and Bf ¼ &0=&max the initial
bunching factor of the microbunches. The bunching factor
accounts for the fact that the innermost filaments have a
larger intensity than the outer filaments due to the initial
microbunches distribution.
For a perturbed distribution function fðvz; z; tÞ ¼

f0ðvzÞ þ fnðz; tÞeið!t$kzÞ, we obtain from the linearized
Vlasov equation (20)

fnðz; tÞ ¼ $i
q"0

$0m0
En

f00ðvzÞ
!$ kvz

: (22)

The electric field amplitude can be obtained from the line
density amplitude and the longitudinal impedance [Eq. (5)]
at harmonic n:

En ¼ $q#0c

2'R
Zk&n: (23)

The dispersion relation forM filaments is obtained then as

$ i
q"0I0

2'$0#
2
0m0c

2

Zn

n

n2!2
0

MBf

XM

j¼1

1

ð!$ kvjÞ2
¼ 1; (24)

where I0 ¼ q&0#0c is the current after debunching.
For M ¼ 1, Bf ¼ 1, and n!0 ¼ kv0 ¼ k#0c, one ob-

tains the well-known expression for the coherent frequency
shift due to space charge for a beam with no momentum
spread (cold beam). For the multistream beam there a 2M
space charge waves. With increasing intensity the phase
velocities on adjacent filaments overlap and the space
charge waves couple with each other. A pair of real solu-
tions for ! of the dispersion relation Eq. (24) turns into a
pair of complex conjugate solutions [3]. The instability
threshold can be obtained from the marginal solution
! ¼ 0, which corresponds to the coupling of the two
innermost filaments at v ¼ )!v=2. For all other pairs at
vj ¼ )!vð2j$ 1Þ=2 with j > 1, the transition to insta-
bility occurs simultaneously. From the dispersion relation
Eq. (24) together with the approximation [3]

FIG. 5. Debunching of microbunches and subsequent formation of filaments. l is the distance between the microbunches and
! ! 2!p the momentum spread of the debunched beam.
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Trev=5 µs 

I = f0I0t

  εx,y = 150 / 50 mm mrad 
(present SIS-18 acceptance) 

UNILAC (≈ 15 mA, 5/15 mm mrad)  
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RF capture and fast ramping in SIS-18  
(dual rf buckets)  
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TABLE II: Summary of the studied rf options for SIS 18 assuming a bunch area of SB = 0.2 eVs/u.

Ion Energy RF voltages harmonics �s �m0 ⌃ Bf AB [eVs/u] A0
B [eVs/u]

U28+ 11.4 MeV/u 40 kV h = 2 320 290 0.5 0.24 0.3 0.34

U28+ 11.4 MeV/u 40/16 kV h = 2/4 450 160 0.7 0.35 0.31 0.36

U73+ 11.4 MeV/u 36/13 kV h = 2/4 530 190 0.45 0.34 0.3 0.33

present section we will assume that phase space dilution during rf capture can be ignored. The

results obtained for matched elliptic bunch distributions are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 for single

(h = 2) and for double harmonic operation. Tab. II summarizes the main parameters. We assume

that the new rf cavity provides V0 = 40 kV gap voltage. From Eq. 32 the resulting rf phase �s is

320 for single rf operation and 450 for the double rf system. The bucket area with intensity e↵ects

is roughly the same AB ⇡ 0.3 eVs/u for the single and the double rf bucket. Without intensity

e↵ects the bucket area is A0
B = 0.34 eVs/u or A0

B = 0.36 eVs/u, respectively. The reduction of the

bucket area is due to space charge, beam loading causes a deformation of the bucket area. One of

the main advantages of the double rf system is the increased bunching factor Bf . However, the

flattened potential form in a double rf bucket also makes the bunch more sensitive to beam loading

e↵ects. In Fig. 2 one can see that the peak line density is shifted towards �m0 ⇡ 160. This shifted,

asymmetric bunch form is induced mainly by the MA cavity impedance.

VII. SYNCHROTRON FREQUENCY WITH SPACE CHARGE AND BEAM LOADING

The synchrotron period as a function of the right turning point �̂2 is

Ts(�̂2) = 2
R

h

Z �̂2

�̂1

d�

v̂(�, �̂2)
(34)

with the left turning point �̂1 and the phase velocity function

v̂2(�, �̂2) = 2!2
s0

⇣
Y (�)� Y (�̂2)

⌘
(35)

The spread in the synchrotron frequency !s(�) = 2⇡/Ts(�) along the bunch gives an indication

of the bunch stability (see e.g. [5, 8]). Bunch stability (Landau damping) is lost, if the coherent

(dipole) frequency is outside the band of synchrotron frequencies (see e.g. [4]). The coherent dipole

frequency ⌦c including the beam loading field is given through

⌦2
c = !2

s0
1

|um|

Z �m2

�m1

✓
Vrf + Vbl

V0

◆2

d� (36)

AB ≈ 0.3 eV/s

12

FIG. 5: Bunch distribution in a double rf bucket generated from rf capture with a linear ramp and T = 30

ms.

In the SIS we typically have cs
>⇠ vrms. Rf capture simulations performed with the longitudinal

beam dynamics code LOBO, including space charge and beam loading showed a good emittance

conservation for linear rf amplitude ramps T >⇠ 20 ms, which corresponds to roughly 10⌧ . It is

interesting to note that with space charge the emittance conservation during rf capture is much

better, for the same T .

X. CONCLUSIONS

to be provided.
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rf capture simulation 
including space charge  
and beam-loading 
 

rf bucket and flattened bunch profile 

Σ ≈ 0.7

(bunch area) 

profile  

bucket 
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‘Space charge limit’ in SIS-18/100 

We presently assume that the  
maximum beam intensities in 
 SIS-18 and SIS-100 are  
‘space charge limited’.  

Space charge tune spread: 

: bunching factor 
 

N: number of particles in the ring 

‘Space charge limit’:  ΔQy ! 0.5 / 0.3
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A. Parfenova, G. Franchetti, GSI (2011) 

( , ) (4.17,3.29)x yQ Q =High current working point: SIS-18: Multi-turn injection should fill  
the available (horizontal) acceptance.  
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Space charge ‘cures’ in SIS-18/100:  
- fast acceleration (SIS-18) 
- flattened bunch profiles 
- resonance compensation 
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SIS-18 upgrade design goal

D+

C6+

N 7+

Ne10+

Ar18+

Kr34+

Xe48+

Ta24/61+
U 73+

U 28+

Space charge tune shifts in SIS-18

SIS-18: Present performance 

2E10 

Intensities and transmission 

SIS-18 beam loss/cycle Fractional (%) 
injection 30 
rf capture 5 
space charge 10 
ionization 30 
fast extraction 2 

SIS-100 beam loss/cycle Fractional (%) 
injection 2 
rf capture 5 
space charge 10 
ionization 5 
fast extraction 2 

Estimated beam loss due to  
stripping in SIS-18: 30-40 % 

τ −1 = β0cσ loss
P(N ,t)
kBT

� 

U 28+ + X →U 29+ + X + e

(Lifetime)-1: 

FAIR beam parameters: losses 

Electron stripping is a dominant loss  
mechanism for intermediate charge state  
ions at low energies (‘dynamic pressure’): 

Remark: The loss predictions carry large error bars !  

UNILAC brilliance  
+ SIS lifetime 
+ resonance comp. 
+ dual rf  

2E11->1.2E11 

4.5E11->4E11 
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End of the uranium chain:  
Bunch compression and production of exotic nuclei 

Primary Beams 

Secondary Beams 

SIS 100 

High energy branch: 
Reactions with Relativistic Radioactive 

CR Storage ring experiments with RIBs:  
  Masses and Half-lives for short-lived ions  

SIS-100 
Reference primary ion U28+ 

Reference energy 1.5 GeV/u 

Ions per cycle 4E11 
Bunch length 60 ns 

Momentum spread ± 1 % 

cycle rate (Hz) 0.5 

15 kW beam power 
30 kJ total energy 

Bunch rotation in the CR 

NuSTAR: Primary heavy-ion  
beam intensity from SIS-100  
is essential ! 

-> 2E11/s (short bunch) 
-> 1E11/s (slow extraction) 
 
Remark: CDR/2001 -> 1E12/s 
(NuPECC/2000 recommendation) 
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Summary: Uranium chain  
intermediate charge states 

‘Initial’ intensity in SIS-18 determined by:  
- MTI efficiency (-> presentations by S.Appel/D.Ondreka) 
- ‘space charge limit’ (after rf bunching)  
- rf bucket area (reduced by space charge) 
 
SIS-18/100 transmission determined by:  
- charge exchange and dynamic vacuum (-> presentation by P.Spiller) 
- space charge and resonance crossing 
 
SIS-18/100 loss budget determined through: 
- desorption, damage, activation  
 
Final user requirement (RIB production):  
- fast extraction of a short bunch (< 60 ns) or slow extraction (≥ 1 s) 
- extracted intensity: N/s > 1E11/s  (was 1E12/s in the CDR/2001) 

An update of the FAIR beam parameters is required, allowing   
also for possible changes in the injector performance.  


